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Many motifs of traditional embroidery are formulaic, and repetitious, especially when
involving items associated with ceremonial use, such as rushniki, and wedding clothes.
The ritual embroidery persisted in Russia and Ukraine for centuries. It is best preserved
on the items for personal use, such as ritual towels, embroidered bed linens, which
escaped the scrutiny of the church. Generation after generation of embroiderers repeated
these elements long after their meaning was lost.
This is an attempt at a reconstruction of the meaning of some embroidery elements. I
used the huge Rybakov’s Pagan religion of Ancient Slavs and Ancient Russia, as a
starting point. However, different researches see things differently, and the meanings
assigned to the symbols differ, depending on the interpretation.
What is a Rushnik?
Rushnik (pleural Rushniki or Rushnyky , or, in Russian, also ubrus) is a decorative or
ceremonial towel, most often made of white linen or cotton, and decorated with
contrasting ornament, most often red. They can be up to 12 feet long and 1.5-2 feet wide,
and can be woven or embroidered.
Use of rushnik was mostly ceremonial, accompanying births, weddings, funerals, and
changes of seasons.
It was believed to protect against impurities and contamination, and as such was worn by
groom and bride during the wedding, used for drying one’s hands after ceremonial handwashing, for carrying ceremonial bread, covering icons, crucifixes, and holy objects, etc.
Kievan Rus was baptized in 988 A.D.; however, despite prosecution, pagan imagery
persisted for almost a millennium. The function of traditional embroidery was still
regarded as sacred, but was later adapted to Christianized use. Rushniki were also made
for church use, and are depicted on religious paintings – worn as a baldric, sash, or as a
belt, or carried.
Out of the extensive pre Christian pantheon, only few deities survive in embroidered
images. Embroidery, including the ritual embroidery was performed by women, and the
images of Rozhanitsy and Makosh, deities of fertility and good fortune, marriage,
persisted, while the images of others, such as Perun (war), Veles (trade and wealth) did
not. Other symbols include solar signs, fertility, abundance, protection, etc.
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The embroidery elements:
Tree of life - common embroidery element, especially in Ukraine. Probably
arose from merging of the plant symbol with highly stylized image of a female
deity (see below). Currently refers to large ‘multi-level” plant or vine,
common as an element of a sleeve embroidery.

Deer – Can be traced to the Mesolithic cult of the Heavenly Deer
goddesses of fertility and abundance, which are sometimes depicted as
antlered or deer headed women. Deer are often embroidered flanking
the central female figure. The images of deer are better preserved on
pysanki, or decorated Easter eggs.
On decorated Easter eggs, they can also flank a highly stylized plant
looking female figure. Occasionally the central female figure is
depicted with antlers or deer head. Sometimes deer become stylized as
repetitive diagonals – symbols of antlers, or pine trees.
In Russia, the composition with deer was often embroidered on bridal
headpieces. Elements of the deer cult survived in the cult of rozhanitsi, Rybakov thinks
of them as mother and daughter, Lada and Lyelya, later synchronized with church feasts
of St. Anna and St. Mary on September 8th and December 26th.
Birds – common elements, which have several functions: placed
within a certain area of the pattern they indicate the “sky” or
“heaven” location of the major figures in the composition, in which
case there is usually a multitude of small stylized birds. Two large
birds flanking central goddess figure may represent vily or rusalki,
the guardian spirits, or bringers of rain.

Plants – many versions, from seeds to fully-grown trees. Range from schematic
ears of wheat to elaborate tree of life style compositions.
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Sown fields were depicted as the divided square or diamonds with little squares
or circles, symbolized seeds in the ground. On early pottery, sometimes real
grains were pressed into the square grid in the clay prior to firing
Fields – divided squares without the circles/diamonds.
Solar symbols – common, especially in the “solstice embroideries”, where three
large figure have solar signs for faces, and are depicted holding solar symbols.
Range from simple cross/swastika designs to more elaborate circumscribed six or
eight petal flowers.
“Hooked square” – fertility/abundance symbol. Associated with the “sown
field” symbol. Some researchers trace it as far as the Stone Age cultures, where
it is thought to imitate the natural dentine pattern (Schreger lines, intersecting at
90 degrees) of the mammoth tusks.
Rozhanitsi - Descended from the Stone Age images of female deer or
deer headed goddesses, responsible for fertility and abundance.
Rybakov sees them as a mother-daughter pair, sometimes known as
Lada, older, and Lyelya, younger. With advent of Christianity became
merged with St. Anne and St. Mary. Lada was a patron deity of
marriage. Young unmarried women prayed to Lyelya. Depicted as
two women, or, sometimes, as a two headed woman giving birth.
Sometimes, there is a central stylized female figure, with a smaller
female depicted either between the legs or in the belly. Often, they
have deer antlers, deer heads, or have deer standing next to them. Later, as the meaning
of the images is slowly forgotten, the figures become more and more geometric, and look
more like plants, than women. By the 19th century, they were sometime replaced by the
Romanov’s two-headed eagle. Deer become rarer, with only their antlers remaining, and
sometimes disguised as fir or pine trees.
Occasionally the image is so stylized, that is resembles a
complex floral arrangement, and even the embroiderers
themselves refer to them as the apple, birch, or rowan trees.
This causes more stylized figures to be interpreted as the
tree of life figures.
However, even if the embroidery shows rows and rows of them, they are usually
organized in pairs.
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Makosh – goddess of good fortune and
harvest, patron deity of women and women’s
work, also known as a spinner, similar to the
Greek Tyche. Later merged with the cult of St.
Paraskeva-Friday, and was known as St.
Friday. Makosh seems to be the central figure
of many complex types of embroidery. In the
solstice themed embroideries, Makosh has her
hands down, pointing at numerous plant
symbols at her feet. She is often accompanied
by two female equestrians.
In the images of spring rituals she is depicted
with her hands raised, as if asking the heaven
for rain. In these cases, rows and rows of
stylized plants, wheat, heads of cattle, etc.
often accompany the embroidery. Sometimes
these symbols of women with upraised arms are interpreted as Bereginia, the Protectress.
(Bereginia is one of the earliest deities mentioned in chronicles, and occasionally the
functions of the two goddesses merge.)
Rusalki – usually depicted as two large birds flanking a central deity. On jewelry rusalki
or vily were depicted as birds with female heads. Rusalki were associated with the Rusalii
festivals, with feasts and elaborate rain dances.
Buildings – often with open roof and three female figures (one big
and two small) inside, sometimes two trees replace open building.
The central figure is most likely Makosh, and two smaller ones
rozhanitsi or rusalki. (Rusalki are usually depicted as birds). The
reconstruction of old Slavic temple at the Grudok settlement
demonstrates a similar circular open roofed building, with a large central idol and two
smaller ones. There is some evidence that the temple was used during the Kupala
(summer solstice) celebrations, and in the 20th century, a large number of Kupala rituals
and songs were recorded in this region.
Rozhanitsy inside the buildings – either
inside simple houses or inside ornate church
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looking houses. The depiction of a birthing woman inside a house could have been
meant as a wish for an easy birth, or as a gift for a midwife. The depiction of rozhanitsi
inside churches reflects the merging of the cult of rozhanitsy with the cult of St. Anne
and St. Mary (Church feasts on September 8 and December 26)
The Sun Maiden
Interestingly, in Russian songs and rituals the Sun is referred to as female (even though
the word itself is neuter), and in the wedding songs, the bride is referred to as the sun a,
the groom as the crescent moon.
One of the embroideries depicts the Sun Maiden in
the sun boat – the sun is towed around the world by
horses during the day, but at night, in the
underworld, it is moved by ducks or swans
Here is an example from Novgorod (the image is
from ( http://traditionalrussiancostume.com/ )
depicting the sun maiden in the boat. In this
example can still identified as some kind of
waterfowl, but are more horselike. Some are
much more horse like, and some look like hybrid duck horses.
In this example (http://traditionalrussiancostume.com/
)

the horses and ducks are indistinguishable and
the sun maiden has turned into a flower pot, just
like the earlier examples of Makosh and
rozhanitsy.

Another very common composition is a large central female figure, flanked by two
equestrians, either male or female. In his reconstruction, Rybakov identifies the central
figure as Makosh, postulates that the flanking figures are female, and believes them to be
Rozhanitsy.
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However, the
figures are also
commonly male,
and another
interpretation is
the Sun Maiden
with two
heavenly twins,
who are her
helpers, and
sometimes
brothers, and
who, as ships or
horses, help the
Sun’s journey.
(very old IndoEuropean myth,
with remnants of
it preserved in
myths from India
to Wales.

(This example is from http://inrussianstyle.blogspot.com/2011/04/russian-animalhorse.html )
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